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2020 RECOMMENDATION

DISCUSSION

1

The state should continue to
allocate funding for bicycle and
pedestrian improvements.

Governor,
General
Assembly

2

Modify existing crosswalk
legislation to ensure pedestrians
are protected when approaching
the crosswalk instead of in the
crosswalk.
The legislature should adopt
“dooring” legislation that
requires that a person opening a
vehicle door does so with a
degree of care for moving traffic.
Modify state legislation to allow
Payment in Lieu of Sidewalks
(PILOS) with such funds
dedicated to bike/ped
improvements where they are
needed most.

Significant funding provided through the “Let’s
Go CT Ramp Up” enabled marked progress
since 2016 in providing bicycle and pedestrian
facilities and in focusing upon bicycle and
pedestrian safety in the state. We look forward
to the addition of substantial investments in
bicycle and pedestrian facilities in CT2030 as
that plan evolves.
The Board recommends that the legislature
adopt language that states cars must yield
when a pedestrian is “at” a crosswalk rather
than just “in” a crosswalk. Prior to 2007 our
statutes had this provision.
CT is one of only 9 states that does not have
legislation in place regarding dooring. Dooring
crashes can be catastrophic for bicyclists.

PILOS, which is used in many other states,
allows a municipality to waive construction of a
sidewalk in a location where it will not get much
use in exchange for a fee; that fee can then be
used to build sidewalks where they are most
needed. PILOS is similar to existing provisions
under CT law for payment in lieu of parking and
payment in lieu of open space.
The Watch for Me CT program fills a critical
need and should be continued and expanded so
that the messaging reaches the entire state in a
systematic way. This type of safety campaign
helps all road users to understand their rights
and responsibilities and leads to improved
conditions for vulnerable road users.
The DOT initiated a day long training program in
2018 and offered the training again in 2019. In
2019 seven police departments have taken the
training. This program should be revised as
needed to attract more attendees, and offered
on an annual basis to all towns.

OLR, General
Assembly
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Continue educational outreach
and awareness program.

6

Ongoing program for training law
enforcement officers in bicycle
and pedestrian laws should
continue and grow.
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OLR, General
Assembly

OLR, General
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CTDOT in
cooperation
with DMV and
DESPP

DOT, DESPP
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7

Support Bike Walk CT’s efforts to
implement bike and pedestrian
safety training in elementary
schools.

8

Encourage development of
bicycle and pedestrian networks
that serve affordable housing.

9

Pass legislation to allow for a
pilot of school zone speed
cameras.

Bike Walk CT has developed a set of bicycle
safety curricula and has a fleet of bicycles to
assist with implementation. They have
programs tailored for both off bike and on bike
education and training for PE teachers so that
the teachers can deliver the curricula. In order
to disseminate these offerings across the state,
state funding should be provided and schools
should be encouraged to include this training.
Affordable housing is enhanced when it has
effective bicycle and pedestrian links which can
help to keep transportation costs from
becoming a burden and to help residents
succeed.
Speeding in school zones can have disastrous
results. The states of Georgia, Maryland, and
New York allow municipalities to place speed
cameras in school zones and to operate them
during school hours.

IMPLEMENTING
AGENCY

DOT,
Department of
Education

OLR, General
Assembly, OPM,
CHFA, DOH

OLR, General
Assembly

